This paper discusses our efforts to improve the performance of the high-accuracy (HIAC) volume rendering system, based on cell projection, which is used to display unstructured, scientific data sets for analysis. The parallelization of HIAC, using the pthreads and MPI API's, resulted in significant speedup, but interactive frame rates are not yet attainable for very large data sets.
Figure 2:
An example of how a twisted face between cells A and B cause their front/back relationship to be indeterminate. Note that there would be no problem with the twisted face if the viewpoint were looking up in the picture from the bottom of cell B. One way to fix the problem is by subdividing cell A as shown.
When operating in serial, as shown in Figure 1 , HIAC execution is characterized by three phases, which are the preprocessing phase, the visibility sort phase, and the projection and rendering phase. In the preprocessing phase, the entire data set is read from disk into core memory. In core memory, cells are stored in an internal representation that maintains information such as pointers to vertices and faces as well as adjacency information. Prior to actually sorting the cells, a partial ordering on the cells is generated by marking each cell face with an arrow. The arrow indicates which of the two cells sharing the face is in front with respect to the viewer position. Cells with non-planar faces may cause problems since a ray from the viewpoint may enter and exit a cell, pass through another cell and then reenter the first cell (see Figure 2 ) causing a visibility ordering cycle. Such cells are tested to see if they do cause this problem and, if so, they are subdivided into tetrahedra to eliminate visibility-ordering cycles (see [9] ).
The cells are visibility sorted from back to front using the partial ordering. The sorting is done by one of two methods depending on user preference for speed or accuracy. It may be done using Meshed Polyhedron Visibility Ordering-Non-Convex (MPVONC) algorithm [14] , which is fast but does not guarantee an accurate 0-7803-7223-9/01/$10.00 Copyright 2001 IEEE sort. Another sorting algorithm that may be used is the Scanning Exact MPVO (SXMPVO) [3] algorithm, a modification of the MPVONC algorithm that is exact but slower.
In the projection and rendering phase, the sorted cells are projected onto the screen in back to front order using the projection scheme described in [16] and [9] . As they are projected, OpenGL may be used to draw and composite the resulting polygons, or the rendering may be done in software. The software rendering algorithm is described in Section 4.
When OpenGL is used, HIAC first flattens each cell into a number of view plane polygons, not necessarily triangular, in a manner similar to that for tetrahedra in the Shirley-Tuchman method [12] (see Figure 3 ). For cells other than tetrahedra, projections topologically equivalent to the one in Figure 3 or to one of the two other non-degenerate perspective projections of a cube are called "simple" cases as such cases generate predictable lists of triangle fans as in [12] and [11] . In other cases, the polygons created are a partitioning of the projection of the cell by the projection of each of its edges on the view plane. This partitioning is done by adding the projected edges one by one to a winged-edge structure (described in [10] ) for the view plane. In this manner, HIAC can handle polyhedra ranging from tetrahedral cells to more general zoo-mesh cells.
The computational geometry for the general cell projection algorithm is complicated and slow, so the three simple hexahedron projection cases take much less time. Hexahedral cells with nonplanar faces have some viewpoints where their projections are simple, and others where they are not. The viewing angle also affects whether a cell causes a visibility cycle and must be subdivided into tetrahedra. Therefore, the performance of the zoo element mode varies substantially with viewpoint changes, while the tetrahedron only mode is less sensitive to such changes.
To render each polygon thus created, HIAC calculates the exact color and opacity of the ray segment through each vertex of each polygon, based on the opacity transfer function of the cell and the length of the ray segment. If the transfer functions that map scalar field values to opacity and color densities are linear and the scalar field being imaged also varies linearly along the ray segment, then the integrated opacity is a quadratic along the ray segment and the color integral can be computed analytically (see [15] for the solution). OpenGL calls can be then used to render the polygon, taking advantage of graphics hardware for polygon rasterization and interpolation of color between polygon vertices, as well as back-to-front fragment composition.
If the opacity varies linearly along the ray segments, 2D texture maps may be used as in [16] together with the compositing functions present in most graphics cards to compute the opacity contribution of the ray segment to fairly high accuracy. The calculation is done by preloading the texture map with the function For a linear variation of within the cell, Ú also varies linearly across the polygon. Therefore, the texture coordinate interpolation gives the correct opacity « for each pixel. However, the integrated ray color varies in a more complicated way across the polygon, so the hardware integrated color is only approximately correct.
Further compromises of image quality for speed may be made when operating using hardware projection. For example, the user may choose to not calculate the color integral but instead, for example, use the average of the colors at the near and far ends of the ray segment. One may eliminate the texture mapping, and instead have the hardware interpolate the vertex opacities across the polygons. Such approximations can lead to artifacts in the image, but are included in HIAC to allow flexibility to the user. For completely accurate colors, one must do the analytic integral for each pixel's ray segment in software. The parallelization of the software rendering algorithm is described in section 4. More details about the serial version of HIAC are given in [16] and [9] , while [17] gives a detailed discussion of the current state of HIAC and of the SXMPVO sorting algorithm.
PARALLEL ALGORITHMS FOR HARD-WARE RENDERING

Parallel Cell Projection
When HIAC is run in serial with hardware rendering, the projection step of the algorithm takes most of the time. Therefore, we focused our efforts on parallelizing it. The output of the sorting phase (the input to the projection phase) is an array of ordered cells. This array can be decomposed into subarrays and fed to the projection phase as independent work quanta as long as the overall ordering is maintained, which is achieved by thread communication discussed in Section 3.2.
During HIAC parallel operation, each cell moves through a pipeline as in Figure 4 . The sorting thread proceeds to place the cells' indices into an array in back-to-front order as they are discovered by the visibility ordering algorithm. When the sorting thread finishes "enough" cells (this is a tuning parameter) to constitute a work quantum, the projection threads begin to project the sorted cells. The projection threads place their resulting vertex, color, and texture information into another array. The render thread pulls this information and issues OpenGL calls.
Communication
Pthreads were chosen over MPI because the Pthreads library uses shared-memory processing, which is natural to the IRIX operating system on which HIAC is currently being developed. Furthermore, process-level parallelism using MPI would dramatically increase message overhead due to its use of network protocols for messaging. MPI would, however, allow for easier porting from SGI to large-scale distributed-memory architecture cluster configurations (such as Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's ASCI White machine).
When operating in tetrahedra mode, two sets of global buffers, whose access is restricted by semaphores, are used for communication between phases. The first of these is composed of two integer arrays, called the sort projection buffers, which are used for transferring cell indices from the sort thread to the projection threads. One of the projection threads, the Communicator, is selected to communicate with the sort and render threads. The sorting thread sorts a global array of cells in visibility order and stores the sorted indices into one of these buffers. Once this array is full, the sort projection buffers are swapped and the Communicator wakes up the projection threads, which begin projecting these cells. The projection threads each have a non-overlapping section of the sort projection buffer that they pull their work from in order to gain locality of memory references for each thread. The threads project the tetrahedra onto the view plane and decompose their projections into triangles. For each tetrahedron they also record the Shirley-Tuchman case [12] as well as all of the vertex, color, and texture information needed to render the tetrahedron. This information is stored in the appropriate data structure (see Figure  5 ) in one of two projection render arrays. While the projection threads are filling one projection render array, the render thread is using the information stored in the other array to make the appropriate OpenGL calls.
During zoo-mode operation, communication between sort and projection threads is handled by the sort thread. When the sort thread finishes sorting "enough" cells, it obtains a workQuantum (see Figure 6 ) from the global pool and places a reference to this quantum into two global arrays, one of which is used to characterized the work to be done by the projection threads one of which typedef struct { char doProjectFlag; long startCell, endCell, pcbIndex; long ttStart, ttEnd, pcbIndex; char doneProjectingFlag, inUseFlag, isLastFlag; long vvIndex, vvMax, polyIndex, polyArraySize; GLfloat *mTexArray, *mVertexArray, *mColorArray; int *polyVertexCounts; } workQuantum; is used to characterize the work of the rendering thread. The sort thread next fills in the start and end cell information for the work quantum and then awakens a single projection thread to process it. The projection thread performs the projection calculations on the cells referenced by the work quantum and stores the information from its calculations on each cell in arrays within each work quantum. When the work quantum is complete, the projection thread marks the doneProjectingFlag for the work quantum and goes to sleep waiting for another work quantum. The render thread continually polls the doneProjectingFlag of the next work quantum in its work pile and, when this flag is set, the render thread makes the OpenGL calls required to display the final image.
PARALLEL ALGORITHMS FOR SOFT-WARE RENDERING
HIAC creates its most accurate images by performing a separate exact analytic or numerical integration for each of the three primary colors for each pixel that a cell projects onto. This can only be done in software. The results of the ray integrations are stored in 3 separate frame buffers, one each for the red, green and blue channels. Therefore, if cell projects onto Ô pixels, for Ò cells a total of ¦ Ò ½´¿ Ô µ integrations are needed. For large data sets, this may take on the order of hours. Therefore, we investigated a parallel algorithm on an IBM SP2 using MPI.
In this algorithm, the entire data set is first distributed to all the nodes of the SP2, then for each view point, the nodes run a distributed k-d partitioning algorithm to create load balanced partitions of the data at each node. No data actually moves; only bounding box statistics are exchanged until a satisfactory balance is achieved. Then each node calculates a visibility ordering and then performs volume rendering integrations on its partition of the data, resulting in a tile of the image in the three frame buffers residing on each node. Threading is not used. The green frame buffer tiles are sent to a "green master" node, red to a "red master," and blue to the "blue master" node, via the interconnect switch. The green master node then assembles the final green image, etc. Finally, the green, blue and red masters send their images to the overall master node, which then accumulates the three frame buffers into the final RGB image and writes it to disk. Table 2 : Overall volume rendering times using zoo mode parallelism for a data set with 299,000 hexahedral cells, which after view-dependent subdivision had 308,190 cells. Times are shown for the use of various numbers of projection threads (using method M0 and casification). In addition to the projection threads, one thread is used for sorting, MPVONC in this case, and one for making the OpenGL calls. All timings are in seconds.
RESULTS
Results on the SP2
The results of the SP2 software experiment are shown in Table 1 . The gathering operation is the bottleneck and shows up at around 32 processors. A more sophisticated gathering algorithm should postpone the flattening of the speed-up curve to 64-128 processors. Load balancing time is minimal and requires little communication overhead. A good speed up is obtained by partitioning the sorting and rendering -the superlinear speedup is accounted for by the tiling of the original NNS sort, as described in [16] . Overall, the results were satisfactory and should scale to much larger data sets.
Parallelism Speedup on the SGI
To determine the speedup from parallelizing HIAC, we measured the execution time of HIAC from the moment the sort started to the time the last cell was projected using various numbers of projection threads. We used the MPVONC sorting algorithm for parallel measurements.
Zoo-Mesh Mode
In order to compare the performance of the tetrahedron only and zoo element modes, we created artificial data sets of varying sizes, We expected the zoo element mode to generate less triangles and put less burden on the graphics pipeline. For example, the hexahedron projection shown in figure 3 can be drawn using two triangle fans, with a total of 12 non-overlapping triangles. On the other hand, when subdivided into six tetrahedra and rendered with the Shirley-Tuchman method, it requires six triangle fans, with a total of 22 triangles. In some places as many as four of these triangles overlap, adding to the OpenGL fragment count, as well as to the vertex and triangle count.
Our tests showed that the zoo element mode required approximately 2/3 as many triangles as the tetrahedron only mode. This is not as good as the 12/22 ratio above because the non-planar faces of some cells caused visibility cycles, forcing them to be subdivided anyway. The best performance for the zoo element mode was faster than the tetrahedron only mode, by approximately the ratio of triangles rendered, but this was achieved at the expense of using many more processors, because the general cell projection method was much slower. The relation of rendering time to triangle counts may not be meaningful, however, because neither projection method was able to saturate our graphics hardware pipeline, no matter how many projection processors we used.
When operating in zoo-mesh mode, Figure 7 shows that for up to ten threads, speedup (as measured by execution time using one thread divided by time using Ò threads) is very near linear. (Linear speedup is the optimal result for the producer-consumer type of parallelism used in zoo-mesh mode). Adding more threads results in diminishing returns, until at 18 threads the curve flattens out and there is actually a small slowdown. We believe this decline is due to communication costs over the SGI NUMA (see Section 5.2.3).
The optimum number of cells to choose per work quantum is a tuning parameter in the zoo code. It is best to choose neither a very small nor large quantum size. Small quanta are finished very often; therefore, the sorting and projection threads spend a significant portion of their time contending for mutexes in order to establish the workload distribution. For very large quanta, which approach in size the order of the total workload, the projection threads waste time waiting for the sorting thread to finish each work quantum so that they can begin their work. Table 3 : Timings for Tetrahedra Mode. All timings are in seconds. Figure 8 and Table 3 show that increasing the number of projection threads to five or six results in the optimum tetrahedra mode runtime, which is roughtly half the run time of running the code with only one projection thread. (The "fighter", "f117", and "helix" images are shown in Figures 10, 9 and 11 respectively.) We believe that, when running in parallel tetrahedra mode, the limitation on HIAC performance is the memory bandwidth of the NUMA to send color and vertex information from the projection threads to the rendering thread. Since the zoo code requires more computational effort, this effect is not seen until more threads are used and more memory bandwidth is generated by the projection threads. This explains why the speedup curve for the tetrahedral code flattens out for fewer processors than for the zoo mesh code.
Tetrahedra Mode
Peculiarities of the SGI Memory Architecture
SGI multiprocessor machines use a non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA), which means that the time it takes a process to access memory is proportional to the physical distance between the processor and memory. During parallel execution of the HIAC program, data needed by a processor are not necessarily physically close to the processor in memory, but may be several "hops" away. The number of hops a memory reference needs to travel to fulfill a CPU request will tend to increase as the number of processors working on the data set increases. There is an inherent limit to speedup on the NUMA due to these extra communications costs. Hofsetz and Ma [5] implemented a software parallel cell profection algorithm with pthreads on an SGI Origin 2000, which has the same processor and interconnect architecture as our Onyx2. Their speed-up curve exhibited flattening at about the same number of processors as does Figure 7 .
Figure 9:
The "f117" dataset image.
Figure 10:
The "fighter" data set image.
Figure 11:
The "helix" dataset image.
